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Natural Energy And Vernacular Architecture
“Going green” is part of our national vernacular, and the term ... “A world where natural resources are equitably available, and all children are healthier as a result of living the ...

Green is good: Traditional, near net zero and new technology in building
Our new film takes a look inside film director Steve Barrons ecologically-sound farmhouse in Cambridgeshire | The Modern House ...

The house that hemp made: Steve Barron on his off-grid, carbon-capturing house at Margent Farm
Light is a key feature in architecture. Centuries ago ... optical technologies have found ways to mimic the qualities of natural light, making it possible to have a naturally-lit-looking space ...

Let There be Light! 12 Projects that Show the Impact Lighting can Make to an Interior Space
"Housing Is A Universal Natural ... energy security issues as traditional sources of fuel become increasingly scarce, and an indispensable part of designing for sustainability in architecture.

Architecture News
In collaboration with 3D-printing specialists WASP, Mario Cucinella Architects looked to vernacular architecture and ancient ... It was designed as a low-energy home and contains both ceiling ...

Seven 3D-printed houses that have been built around the world
In Jerusalem, as in old cities in general, the architecture follows a ... books from the 70s about "the coming vernacular architectural revolution." That revolution has never happened, just as the ...

Things I Have Learned
While sustainable development features such as low-flow faucets and Energy Star-rated appliances now have a solid place in the American vernacular, solar architecture, beyond high-performance ...

Zero is Not Enough
"Regenerative buildings create more resources than they use, including energy and water," the ... the team took inspiration from vernacular architecture – in particular, large porches that ...

Giant photovoltaic canopy tops net-positive Kendeda Building in Atlanta
Fredericksburg’s Marienkirche raises this pragmatic German-Texan vernacular ... concrete Taj Mahal of natural light, is widely regarded as not only the summit of Texas architecture but also ...

The 10 Best Buildings in Texas
Green features are incorporated throughout the plan and architecture ... focus on energy and water efficiency, durability, healthy indoor air quality, and reduced impact on natural resources ...

Case Study: The Homes at Old Colony Opens in Boston
It has the strength and durability to be used in modern architecture in standard brick shapes, but for this exhibition, we have been inspired by the UAE’s traditional vernacular architecture of ...

UAE pavilion at Venice event to present eco-friendly cement
Working closely together on the concept from start to finish, Dotch and Parsons pored over architecture books ... “Mum wanted a very natural approach to the palette of materials and finishes ...

House on the hill
Our design approach takes advantage of the existing site topography, orientation and mature planting to utilize the natural daylight ... maintenance was also key to fulfilling the brief. Low energy ...

The Studios
By using this technology, housing modules can be built within 200 hours while consuming an average of six kilowatts of energy and ... principles and vernacular architecture and construction ...

Tecla house 3D-printed from locally sourced clay
Katrina Matejcik graduated from the University of Minnesota in 2015 with a bachelor’s degree in architecture and minors in product ... deep appreciation for the distinctive landscapes and the natural ...

Illuminating Engineering Society NYC Awards $25,000 Scholarships
In the pavilion, an environmentally-friendly recycled MgO-based cement sits alongside images of the UAE's ancient salt flats, combining heritage and innovation in a 'future vernacular ...

Her Excellency Noura Al Kaabi inaugurates Wetland, National Pavilion UAE's tenth exhibition at the Biennale Architettura 2021
The books investigate the riddle of familial duty and the cost of patriarchy; Australia's racist colonial history; species-ism and humanity as it exists within the natural world; the devastating ...
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